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PREFACE

Most days, I have all of God I want. My life 
is good: My family is blessed, our church is
prosperous, my work seems successful. But I 
know that God wants a more intimate rela-
tionship with me than he and I have today. 
He wants me to love him with unbridled pas-
sion and trust him without reservation. I’ll be 
 honest—I don’t, at least not often enough.

Part of the problem is that my life is too
hectic and scheduled, without enough time for
solitude and communion with God. But even
my busyness is a reaction to the real problem.
I have questions about God, issues that keep
me from wanting to trust him more than I do.

It’s hard to depend on someone who has 
disappointed you. (It’s only natural to pull
back, to minimize your risk and cut your losses,
to decide not to let the person who hurt you 
hurt you again.) You may still have a relation-
ship with that person. You may stay married, 
or keep your job, or maintain your friendship. 
But you won’t expose yourself to further pain. 
More often than not, a liar will lie again. A
thief will likely steal again. At the very least,
you want the person to prove that things have
changed before you’ll believe they have.

So it is with my relationship with God. It’s 
easy to confuse working for God withr walking 
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with God. Many of us who are religious professionals make this
well-intentioned  mistake. But that’s not my real problem. The
real reason why my life is so hectic is so I’ll have a convenient
excuse for not being closer to God. I’m so busy serving him that
I don’t have time to know him better. But it’s not because I love
him so much—it’s because I don’t. I don’t really want to spend 
more time with him in prayer and worship. I don’t really want 
to be alone with him more than I am. I know that I’m called to 
serve him, and I want to fulfill that calling. I want God to bless 
and use my life. But I don’t want to be more intimate with him
than I am. He is like a boss I want to please but would rather
not see after work.

You see, God has done things both in my life and in the world
that I don’t understand. He has chosen not to do things for me
that I think he should have. I have serious questions about him 
and his dealings with men and women. Until I can find some
resolution for these issues, it will be harder to trust him more
than I do. I know that God’s ways are higher than mine (Isaiah 
55:9) and that there are mysteries humans cannot comprehend. 
But I want to try. If I must choose to accept God’s ways by faith, 
I need to know that I did my best to understand them first.

Over the decades that I’ve been a pastor, I’ve been close 
enough to various people to share my questions about God with
them. Without exception, the person I confided in has admitted 
that he or she has struggled with the same issues. Like me, the
friend didn’t feel secure in telling someone about doubts and
frustrations. But when a pastor confesses his spiritual struggles, 
I guess others feel safer in admitting theirs.

So I’m writing this book for both of us. For you, in the hope 
that what you read will help you choose to trust God more than 
you do. But even more for myself in the hope that I’ll do the
same. We’ll see where we stand with God when this conversa-
tion ends.



xiii

INTRODUCTION
WONDERING ABOUT GOD

For as long as I can remember, I have won-
dered about God. I have an early childhood 
memory of lying back in the cool grass of 
our front yard in Houston, Texas, and staring 
up at white, cottony clouds in the afternoon
sky. Where did they come from? Where did we
come from? What is beyond this? There must 
be something on the other side of the sky 
I couldn’t see, something surrounding the 
world that surrounded me. What I didn’t 
know was where it all ended (or began). But I
came to the reasoned, first-grade conclusion 
that the “something” must be God.

We didn’t worship this God much in my 
family, or even talk about him. In fact, I don’t 
remember having a real conversation about
God with my parents or anyone else. I do
remember finding out that my Cub Scout 
leader went to church on Wednesday nights,
which meant our den had to meet on another
night of the week. I asked my mother why
anyone would go to church on Wednesday 
night. She didn’t know.

Nothing changed until the ninth grade. 
I was in Mrs. Middleton’s typing class, and 
she told us our typing would improve if we
practiced typing whenever we could. For 
reasons I cannot begin to fathom, I wrote an 
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“Essay to God.” As far as I can recall, this was the first time I 
ever addressed him. I still have the essay, created on my father’s 
World War II–era manual typewriter on lined, three-hole loose-
leaf paper.

I started the conversation on safe ground, telling God about 
my day (though it occurred to me as I sat typing that he would
know more about it than I did). Then I got to the real issue, 
admitting that I wondered if he was real, and if he was, how 
could I know that he was? I now have an answer, but for a long
time I didn’t.

Do you ever wonder if the whole business of faith and reli-
gion isn’t something we humans made up? If our belief in a
“heavenly Father” is some Freudian wish-projection? William
James asked the question well: “Is the sense of Divine presence 
a sense of anything objectively true?”1 If God is real, why hasn’t
he made himself so indisputably present that none of us need to 
wonder about this most crucial of all questions? And if he has, 
how has he done it?

Wrestling with Skeptics
This issue has come front and center in today’s culture. Ten mil-
lion people said that Dan Brown’s sensationalist novel The Da 
Vinci Code changed their faith. A growing chorus is singing the 
song of agnosticism (we cannot know if God exists) and even
atheism (we know that he does not). In Christopher Hitchens’s 
recent best seller, God Is Not Great: How Religion Poisons Every-
thing, he goes on for nearly three hundred pages to support his 
position. Sam Harris followed his New York Times best seller The 
End of Faith two years later with his angry Letter to a Christian 
Nation. Scientist Richard Dawkins, called “the world’s most 
prominent atheist,” joined the fray of religion-fighting in 2006 
with his best-selling The God Delusion. Dean Hamer’s book The 
God Gene claims that spirituality has genetic origins we can iden-
tify and understand. And Tufts University philosophy professor 
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Daniel Dennett’s Breaking the Spell argues that religion is a natu-
ral phenomenon, unnecessary to a moral society. It seems that
questioning the existence and nature of God guarantees a spot 
on someone’s best seller list.

Wrestling with God has two parts. The first section is “wrestling d
with  skeptics”—my attempt to show you why I believe that the
God of the Bible is real and that Jesus is his Son. The second sec-
tion moves on to the problems about which I’m not so certain,
ones that I continue to wrestle with.

Is God Really Real?
One of the things I like about Dallas is the sunsets. There are
no forests or mountains to get in the way of watching the sun
go down. On a reasonably clear day you can see the sky change 
from blue to orange, purple, or red. I’m not sure how much of it 
is natural and how much is caused by pollution, but either way,
the experience is inspiring.

Of course, my God of the glowing sunset may be your God 
of the raging tsunami or life-taking hurricane. I say that God
appeared to Abraham and did his work through Isaac and his
descendants; Muslims say that he did the same thing through 
Ishmael and his heirs. I believe that God is a person; Hindus 
believe that “he” is an “it,” an impersonal reality. I can talk 
about all the ways I’ve been transformed by my faith, but 
 Buddhists can say the same about their experiences on the 
path to enlightenment.

Who’s to say who is right?
And what about all the horrors committed in God’s name? 

Americans cannot fathom how God would send his messen-
gers to kill three thousand people in New York City. But Muslims
cannot fathom how God would send his crusaders to annihi-
late Arabs for two centuries. Hitler was apparently egged on by
anti-Semitic Christian leaders, both Protestant and Catholic.
Some people see suicide bombers as martyrs and view terrorist 
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 insurgents as freedom fighters. Whatever we call them, people 
are killing and being killed in the name of religion every day.

Is it time to admit that religion does more harm than good? 
Should we see the arguments about God’s existence and nature,
and the outrages performed in religious zeal as evidence that 
God isn’t real after all? Maybe we should agree with Freud
that religion is nothing more than a childish wish fulfillment
that we should all outgrow.

At the very least, why should we sacrifice our time, money, or 
service to a God whose existence and nature are so ambivalent?
I might choose to go to church, to accept what I’m told, even 
to preach and teach the faith, believing that I’m doing more
good than harm. But if God doesn’t exist, is there something 
more reasonable or beneficial that I can do with my life than
what I’m doing now? Why pay a price to be more intimate with 
a God whose very existence is uncertain to me? If we believe in 
the existence of God, the lordship of Christ, and the authority 
of Scripture, a skeptic would want to know why. Can we demon-
strate with any rational certainty that the object of our faith is
real? Or is our faith merely personal and subjective?

I suspect that many professing Christians have harbored 
similar questions. Could it be that we don’t share God’s story
with others because we have our own doubts about him? Maybe
Christians divorce at the same rate as the rest of the population
and live in ways that are no different than the culture because 
we’re not sure God is real enough to deserve what we are asked
to sacrifice in obedience to him.

If we could be sure that God is real and the Bible is true, what 
would change about our lives and our churches? Would we
mean the words of the hymns we sing? Would we actually do 
what the Bible says? Would we risk telling our neighbors about
Jesus? If we modern-day Noahs were sure the Flood was coming,
would we build an ark of faith and invite everyone we know to 
get on board?
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Billions of people say they believe in Jesus. How many have
an intimate, transforming, obedient relationship with him? My 
guess is the same number as those who are sure he is who he 
says he is. Should we join their number? What difference will
such a decision make in our lives?

What Exactly Is Faith?
Faith in God, like any other relationship, is a personal commit-
ment. And all personal commitments transcend their evidence.
Atheist Sam Harris claims:

It is time we acknowledged a basic feature of human dis-
course: when considering the truth of a proposition, one 
is either engaged in an honest appraisal of the evidence
and logical arguments, or one isn’t. Religion is the one
area of our lives where people imagine that some other
standard of intellectual integrity applies.2

He could not be more wrong.
All personal relationships require a decision that goes beyond 

what evidence can prove. If I had waited until I was sure I would 
be a good husband, I would never have gotten married. If I had 
waited until I could prove I would be a good father, I would
never have wanted children. In making relational choices, we
should all be “engaged in an honest appraisal of the evidence 
and logical arguments.” But then we have to step beyond the
evidence into a commitment that becomes self-validating. You
and I do this every day, with every personal relationship in
which we choose to trust or not to trust.

How we relate to God is no different. Harris complains that 
“faith is nothing more than the license religious people give one 
another to keep believing when reasons fail,”3 but he’s wrong. 
Christianity could easily be proven false if someone could prove f
that Jesus did not rise from the dead. And if that happens, “we 
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are of all people most to be pitied” (1 Corinthians 15:19). If 
someone could prove that the Bible we read bears no trustwor-
thy relationship to the original manuscripts of Scripture, we 
would be forced to abandon it as our authority source. As Chris-
tians we examine “the evidence and logical arguments,” then 
step beyond them into the faith they support but cannot prove.

The atheist or agnostic does exactly the same thing, choos-
ing to believe that there is no God or that he cannot be known. 
Neither of these conclusions can be proven beyond doubt. 
Christians in no sense seek “some other standard of intellectual
integrity.”

A Friend Who Changed My Mind
I hadn’t planned to include chapters on the truth of Scrip-
ture, the existence of God, or the deity of Christ in this book. 
But then I spent an afternoon talking to a young man at our
church’s annual youth camp. His questions changed my mind.

He is a brilliant student, attending one of our nation’s best
universities on a math and science scholarship. He and my 
youngest son, Craig, have been friends for years. Our family has 
greatly admired this young man’s gifts and his giving spirit. But
I’d never had a long conversation with him before that after-
noon. We talked very honestly about his faith questions: How 
do we know the Bible is true? How do we know that God is real
or that Jesus is the Son of God? The answers he learned in Sun-
day school only confirmed his skepticism. He needed the best 
help I could give him.

I came away from that conversation convinced that there
are more people with questions like my son’s friend who are 
attending church camps and worship services. If you’re won-
dering why you should believe the Bible, asking your question
in the middle of a Sunday school class may not win friends.
For  example, I’d have to know a Muslim pretty well to ask why 
he or she believes the Qur’an without offending the person. If 
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you’re not sure you really believe in the existence of God or the 
deity of Christ, you may not know where to go to ask your ques-
tions. You can attend a local chapter of Atheists Anonymous
(there really is a national organization by that name), but you
probably won’t get much objective help.

I hope that the first part of this book will be a safe place to
explore such issues. Maybe you’re reading it because you really
do wonder whether you should trust the Bible, or because you 
want to investigate the existence of God and the deity of Christ.

Or it may be that you believe in all of the above, but aren’t
sure how you’d talk to my young friend at camp. Perhaps you’ll
find some answers here.



CHAPTER 1

Why Believe a
2,000-Year-Old Book?

I’ll never forget the evening I met Billy
 Graham. To be honest, I was more scared 
than excited. I was leading a delegation of 
preachers sent from churches in the Dallas-
Fort Worth area to invite Dr. Graham to con-
duct a mission in our area. I was half certain 
that I’d say or do something to embarrass us
all. As it turned out, I had every reason to be 
nervous.

Dr. Graham was speaking in Fresno, Cali-
fornia, at the local university’s football sta-
dium. The locker room had been converted 
to a waiting area with chairs and tables. The 
world’s most famous Christian was sitting
there, waiting to go on the platform, when
our little group of relative nobodies was ush-
ered in to meet with him.

He had fallen the night before in his hotel
room, breaking a bone in his foot. As we 
entered the locker room, we found Dr. Gra-
ham sitting in a red upholstered recliner, his
injured foot in a walking cast propped up on
a wooden coffee table. His sermon notes were
open on his lap, a glass of water at his side. 
Even though it was a warm evening, he was 
wearing a sweater underneath his suit coat. 
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At first glance I was struck by how frail he looked. Then he lifted
his head and looked at us, and time stood still.

I’ve never seen such eyes. Blue, unwavering, gracious but 
piercing, kind but probing, seeing right into your soul. I’m 
sure that part of my reaction came from knowing Dr. Graham’s 
reputation as one of the greatest evangelists since Paul. In that
moment, I honestly felt myself to be in the holy presence of 
the Lord himself. During our thirty minutes together, as he 
turned those eyes to examine each of us individually, we all felt
it. There was a power, a mystery, a convicting yet reassuring 
sense of divine presence in all he did and said. That night in the 
 stadium, after he preached a brief, simple sermon, I watched in
awe as thousands poured down from the stands onto the field 
to give themselves to Christ.

I lost count of the number of times Dr. Graham said, “The 
Bible says . . .” Quoting Scripture as his only authority, he cap-
tured the minds and souls of three generations gathered to hear 
him. Many wonder if there will be another like him. I don’t
think so.

I say that not just because of his unique charisma and godly 
passion, or his lifelong reputation for integrity. I’m skeptical 
that another Billy Graham will arise in this generation pri-
marily because I don’t think this culture really cares what the 
Bible says. We live in a world where the Qur’an, the Book of 
Mormon, the teachings of Buddha and Hindu masters, and
the latest pop psychology manual compete with the Word of 
God for our attention. Our society doesn’t believe in objective
values or absolute truth. It’s popular today to talk about your 
“personal” truth while respecting mine. “No one has the right
to force their beliefs on me,” people will say. “‘The Bible says’
may be Billy Graham’s truth or your truth, but that doesn’t 
make it mine.”

If I were a skeptic of Christianity, I would begin my argument
with the Bible. I would try to convince you that it is a human
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rather than divine book, filled with contradictions and mistakes. 
If I could get you to abandon your trust in Scripture, I could 
remove most of the foundation upon which your faith is built.
I’d try to persuade you that believing in the Bible is standing in 
quicksand. The longer you stay where you are, the lower you’ll
sink.

I wouldn’t be the first person to attempt this strategy—not
by a long shot.

Christopher Hitchens and Sam Harris
When I was growing up, our family Bible held a place of honor
in the guest room. I was fascinated by this leather-bound book 
with its ribbon marker and gold-leaf-edged pages. In beautiful 
calligraphy our family tree—going back more than a century—
was written down in the Bible’s front pages. The whole thing 
was very mysterious to me.

The few times I had the nerve to actually read a little, I was
put off by the “thees” and “thous,” and more than a little fright-
ened by the pictures. A painting of David holding the severed
head of Goliath was probably not the best way to introduce 
an eight-year-old to the grace of God. But it never would have 
occurred to me to question whether or not the Bible was true.

I’ll bet most people of my generation felt the same way. 
Whether we read it or not, at least we didn’t question that this 
book was inspired by the God of the universe. There certainly 
were no books at the local bookstore telling us that it wasn’t.

How times have changed.
Christopher Hitchens is a former Marxist1 and stalwart athe-

ist. His latest best seller, God Is Not Great, was written for this 
purpose: “Dear reader, if you have come this far and found your 
own faith undermined—as I hope . . .” In the book he concludes 
that “religion has run out of justifications. Thanks to the tele-
scope and the microscope, it no longer offers any explanation of 
anything important.”2 I wish he’d tell us what he really thinks.
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Since Hitchens rejects the Christian faith entirely, I was 
 surprised when he disclosed in the book that (at his father’s
funeral) he quoted this passage from the Bible:

Finally, beloved, whatever is true, whatever is honorable, 
whatever is just, whatever is pure, whatever is pleasing, 
whatever is commendable, if there is any excellence and if 
there is anything worthy of praise, think about these things.

Philippians 4:8

But he quickly explained why: “I chose this because of its haunt-
ing and elusive character, which will be with me at the last hour, 
and for its essentially secular injunction, and because it shone
out from the wasteland of rant and complaint and nonsense and 
bullying which surrounds it.”3 (And to think that Philippians is
my favorite book of the Bible.) Hitchens is no happier with the
book of Revelation (my second favorite book) and its “deranged
fantasies.”4 If Hitchens is right, any belief in God based on the 
Bible is wrongheaded and naive.

I wouldn’t bother with Hitchens except that he speaks for 
a movement that’s become a publishing phenomenon in our
day. “Aggressive atheism,” some call it. He represents a growing 
 chorus calling for us to relegate the Bible to the status of The
Odyssey andy Paradise Lost—interesting books of mythology, but tt
nothing more. If you’re wondering why you should trust the 
Bible, listening to Hitchens will give your questions a very loud 
voice.

Of course, Hitchens does not pretend to be an objective source
for our conversation on the value of Scripture and faith. For 
instance, consider this kind and evenhanded statement: “Violent,
irrational, intolerant, allied to racism and tribalism and bigotry,
invested in ignorance and hostile to free inquiry, contemptuous 
of women and coercive toward children: organized religion ought
to have a great deal on its conscience.”5 And there’s plenty more
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where that comes from (see the appendix on page 193 of this
book for a detailed response to Hitchens and Sam Harris).

Unfortunately, Hitchens’s biases have apparently gotten 
in the way of his research regarding the Bible. For instance,
he claims that “if Jesus was ever born, it wasn’t until at least
AD 4.”6 Any first-year New Testament student can tell you that 
King Herod, the ruler who sought to kill the infant Jesus, died 
in 4 BC, so that Jesus’ birth must have preceded that date. In 
case you’re interested in more erroneous attacks on Scripture by 
Hitchens, please consult the appendix.

Sam Harris is no more objective than Hitchens. As he writes 
in his Letter to a Christian Nation, “Atheism is nothing more than 
the noises reasonable people make in the presence of unjustified 
religious beliefs.”7 Apparently atheists are “reasonable,” while 
people of faith are not.

However, Harris can mislead us on the facts as disastrously 
as Hitchens. For instance, he lists Jehovah’s Witnesses as a
“denomination of Christianity,”8 a claim that is news to both
Christians and Jehovah’s Witnesses. And he states:

The writers of Luke and Matthew, for instance, declare 
that Mary conceived as a virgin, relying upon the Greek 
rendering of Isaiah 7:14. The Hebrew text of Isaiah uses
the word ‘almâ, however, which simply means “young
woman,” without any implication of virginity. It seems 
all but certain that the dogma of the virgin birth, and 
much of the Christian world’s resulting anxiety about
sex, was a product of a mistranslation from the Hebrew.9

If Harris had checked, he could have learned that Luke never 
quotes Isaiah 7:14. But why did Matthew? Because the Septua-
gint (the Greek Old Testament, translated by Hebrew scholars
two centuries before the birth of Christ) rendered ‘almâ as
parthenos, their word for “virgin.” In addition, Gabriel made 
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it clear to Mary that she would be a virgin mother (Luke 1:34-36; 
note: no reference to Isaiah 7:14). The New Revised Standard 
Version renders Isaiah 7:14 as “young woman” and footnotes
“virgin” as the Greek translation; the New Jerusalem Bible does
the same. The Hebrew text is no secret kept from or by “the 
Christian world.”

Harris is simply wrong in arguing that “the dogma of the vir-
gin birth” is “a product of a mistranslation from the Hebrew.”
The appendix lists more mistreatments of Scripture by  Harris
and the obvious, often easy answers to his criticisms.

Hitchens and Harris do not bring a single criticism against the
Bible that cannot be answered by the facts. If their skepticism
was the only thing Christians had to answer, we’d be in good 
shape. Unfortunately, their books do not begin to compare in
popularity to the publishing phenomenon we’ll consider next.

The Da Vinci Code and the Word of Gode
Dan Brown’s The Da Vinci Code is the number one best-selling 
hardcover novel in history. At this writing, more than 48 mil-
lion copies have been sold worldwide. I bought my copy when 
the book was first published, thinking that it was a biography of 
Leonardo da Vinci, one of my favorite figures of history. In actu-
ality, if Leonardo could turn over in his grave today, he would.

In his foreword, Brown claims that “all descriptions of art-
work, architecture, documents, and secret rituals in this novel
are accurate.”10 By “documents” he means his descriptions of 
the Bible and other ancient religious books. If he is right about
Scripture, Christians are dead wrong. Brown’s fictional charac-
ters claim that the Bible is the product of human politics, not
divine inspiration. And they go to great lengths to show how 
unreliable it is. While the novel is now old news, its attacks
are not.

Listening to Brown’s views on the Bible will give us a window
into the growing skepticism about Scripture in our culture. And 
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responding to his claims is a good way to give the factual side of 
the story.

Who made the Bible?
One of Brown’s fictional characters is Leigh Teabing, a renowned 
English historian whom we’re told is an expert on the origins 
of the Bible. Teabing calls the creation of the Bible, “the fun-
damental irony of Christianity!” and claims, “the Bible, as we 
know it today, was collated by the pagan Roman emperor Con-
stantine the Great.”11

The news gets worse for Bible believers:

Because Constantine upgraded Jesus’ status almost four
centuries after Jesus’ death, thousands of documentsr
already existed chronicling His life as a mortal man. To 
rewrite the history books, Constantine knew he would 
need a bold stroke. From this sprang the most profound
moment in Christian history. . . . Constantine commis-
sioned and financed a new Bible, which omitted those 
gospels that spoke of Christ’s human traits and embel-
lished those gospels that made Him godlike. The earlier 
gospels were outlawed, gathered up, and burned.12

If Brown is right, the Bible we have today was produced by a 
political process that occurred around AD 325. But Brown is not
right, as even a brief look at the facts will show.

The list of Old Testament books found in today’s Bibles was 
finalized two centuries before Constantine at two meetings 
of rabbis held at the city of Jamnia, a town west of Jerusalem 
near the Mediterranean coast. However, these meetings did not
determine the books of the Hebrew Bible so much as they dis-
cussed and ratified what had been accepted by the Jewish people
for centuries. The thirty-nine books of the Old Testament had
even been translated into Greek two hundred years before these 
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 councils met. In short, Constantine had nothing whatsoever to 
do with the Old Testament.

Perhaps Brown means the New Testament. Here the actual 
facts are just as damaging to his case.

Early Christians decided on four criteria for accepting a book 
as divinely inspired. First, it had to be written by an apostle or 
based on eyewitness testimony. Second, it had to possess obvi-
ous merit and authority. Third, a book had to be accepted by all 
Christians, not just a single church. Last, it had to be approved 
by the decision of the entire church, not just a few advocates.

Consider a book that didn’t make the cut. The First Gospel of 
the Infancy of Jesus Christ tells of a man who was changed into a t
mule but converted back to human form when the baby Jesus
was put on his back for a ride (7:5-27). The same book tells us 
that the infant Jesus killed some boys who made him angry
(19:19-24). Sounds just like the Savior of the world, doesn’t it? 
It was easy to dismiss such fiction.

The four gospels of our New Testament were chosen centu-
ries before Constantine. In AD 115, Ignatius called them “the 
gospel”; in AD 170, Tatian made a “harmony of the gospels”
using only Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John; around AD 180,
Irenaeus referred to these four gospels as firmly established in 
the churches. The rest of the New Testament books were soon
accepted by the entire church as well. Once again, Constantine
had nothing to do with this process.13

Unlike the fictional Leigh Teabing, F. F. Bruce was in fact one
of the world’s most recognized authorities on the creation of the
Bible. We might consider his expert opinion:

One thing must be emphatically stated. The New Testa-
ment books did not become authoritative for the Church 
because they were formally included in a canonical list; 
on the contrary, the Church included them in her canon 
because she already regarded them as divinely inspired, 
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recognizing their innate worth and generally apostolic 
authority, direct or indirect. . . . What these councils did
was not to impose something new upon the Christian 
communities but to codify what was already the general
practice of those communities.14

Of course, we haven’t proven that the Bible is the Word of 
God. But we have proven that its books were not written or cho-
sen in a smoke-filled room by corrupt politicians. Rather, they 
were produced by believers who claimed to be guided by the
Spirit of God. Should we believe them?

Should we trust the Bible?
“Historian” Teabing says no: “The Bible is a product of man, 
my dear. Not of God. The Bible did not fall magically from the
clouds. Man created it as a historical record of tumultuous times,
and it has evolved through countless translations, additions, 
and revisions. History has never had a definitive version of the
book.”15 Later he adds with a chuckle that scholars cannot con-
firm the authenticity of the Bible.16

What are the facts? Of course, the Bible claims to be the 
divinely inspired Word of God (John 10:35; Hebrews 4:12;
2 Timothy 3:16). But we would expect that. Is there objective
historical evidence to support or refute this claim?

Biblical scholars consider four questions in determining the 
validity of an ancient book. First, has it been copied accurately
across the centuries? This is the manuscript, or bibliographic,
test. Second, what does archaeological evidence tell us? Third, is 
the book internally consistent? Fourth, if it makes predictions, 
are they fulfilled? While a full discussion of these issues requires
a separate book, we can at least look briefly at the answers.17

First, let’s consider the manuscript evidence. No original
copies of any ancient book exist. The paper used by Aristotle,
Plato, Julius Caesar, and the biblical writers was too fragile to
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last across the centuries. However, we possess five thousand cop-
ies of the New Testament in ancient Greek and ten thousand in
other ancient languages. Some fragments were written thirty or
so years after the original writings.

By contrast, we have only nine or ten good copies of Caesar’s 
Gallic Wars, none made earlier than nine hundred years after 
Caesar. For Tacitus’s first-century Histories we have only four and 
a half of his original fourteen books, none copied earlier than 
the tenth century. We possess only five manuscripts of any work 
of Aristotle, none made earlier than AD 1100 (fourteen centuries
after the original).

Manuscript evidence for the New Testament far surpasses the 
evidence for any other ancient book. Quoting F. F. Bruce again: 
“The variant readings about which any doubt remains among 
textual critics of the New Testament affect no material  question
of historic fact or of Christian faith and practice.”18 When 
Brown claims that history has never had a definitive version
of the book, he’s simply wrong.

Next let’s look at the evidence of archaeology.  Researchers
continue to make discoveries that confirm the Bible. For
instance, the pool of Beth-zada (Bethesda) described in John 5 
was once dismissed as historical fiction. Then archaeologists 
located it in the northeast quarter of the Old City of Jerusalem.
I’ve seen it myself.

Archaeologists have uncovered the remains of Caiaphas, the
high priest during Jesus’ trial and crucifixion. They unearthed
the skeleton of Yohanan, a crucifixion victim from AD 70 whose
remains confirm the details of Jesus’ crucifixion as it is described
in the Gospels. Archaeological evidence strongly supports the 
trustworthiness of Scripture.

Internal consistency is also important in deciding whether or 
not to trust a book. Taking the Gospels as an example, we find
exactly the right kind of agreement. Each of the writers tells the 
story from his unique perspective, and yet they agree on every 
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essential fact. When we interpret the biblical texts according
to their intended meaning, so-called contradictions are always
resolved.

For instance, a critic might say, “The Old Testament teaches,
‘An eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth.’ But Jesus told us to 
turn the other cheek. Which is right?” Both. The Old Testament
command (Exodus 21:23-25) had to do with physical injury, lim-
iting retribution to the actual crime. Jesus’ statement (Matthew 
5:38-39) had to do with insults, not bodily threats. He told us not 
to answer slander with slander; his teaching did not prohibit pun-
ishment for actual crimes. As another example, Matthew 4 records
Jesus’ temptations in this order: turn stones into bread (v. 3), jump
from the Temple (vs. 5-6), and worship Satan on a mountain
(vs. 8-9). Luke 4 records the same temptations, but in a different
order: turn stones to bread (v. 3), worship the devil on a mountain 
(vs. 5-7), and jump from the Temple (vs. 9-11). Which is right?

In their intentional context, there is no contradiction. Neither 
Matthew nor Luke claimed to be writing historical chronol-
ogy, so the order of Jesus’ temptations was immaterial to their
purpose. If two people ask you what you did yesterday, you can 
recount the events of your day in a different order to each person 
without contradicting yourself (unless you claim to be following 
strict chronology both times). So it is with this so-called “con-
tradiction” in the Word of God. On occasion people will tell me
that they don’t believe the Bible because it is “filled with contra-
dictions.” I always ask them to name one. No one ever has.

Last, fulfilled prophecy is important in judging a book like
the Bible. Probably the most important area of prophecy has to
do with the Messiah, the one God promised to send to redeem 
his people. At least forty-eight major Messianic prophecies can
be found in the Old Testament. Jesus Christ fulfilled every one.

For instance, here are some of the prophecies that Jesus ful-
filled in his crucifixion. I’ve listed only the prophecies that he
could not have controlled himself:
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A friend would betray him (Psalm 41:9; Matthew 10:4).

He would be sold for thirty pieces of silver (Zechariah
11:12; Matthew 26:15).

He would be wounded and bruised (Isaiah 53:5; 
Matthew 27:26).

He would be smitten and spit upon (Isaiah 50:6;
Matthew 26:67).

He would be mocked (Psalm 22:7-8; Matthew 27:29).

His hands and feet would be pierced (Psalm 22:16;
Luke 23:33, NLT).

He would be crucified with thieves (Isaiah 53:12; 
Matthew 27:38).

His garments were parted and lots cast for them
(Psalm 22:18; John 19:23-24).

Not one of his bones would be broken (Exodus 12:46; 
John 19:33).

His side would be pierced (Zechariah 12:10; John 19:34).

He would be buried in a wealthy man’s tomb (Isaiah 
53:9; Matthew 27:57-60).

Of course, billions of people across twenty centuries of Chris-
tian history have proven the Bible to be true and relevant in 
their personal lives. But even if we discount such overwhelming 
subjective evidence, there are still compelling reasons to believe
that the Bible is the trustworthy Word of God.

Should we trust The Da Vinci Code?
It’s important for Christians to listen to the critics of Christi-
anity. But we should also expect our critics to meet the same 
factual standards they expect of us. We’ve seen some of the
mistakes made by Christopher Hitchens, Sam Harris, and
Dan Brown.
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In fact, discussing the historical errors in Dan Brown’s 
novel could fill a short volume. For instance, Brown calls the
Nag Hammadi and Dead Sea Scrolls “the earliest Christian
records.”19 But the Nag Hammadi library was written by Gnos-
tics, heretics who were in no sense part of the Christian church. 
And the Dead Sea Scrolls contain only the Old Testament; their y
readers would be surprised to learn that they possessed “Chris-
tian records.”

Brown claims that Noah was an albino,20 but the Bible
nowhere describes him this way. He describes Joseph of Ari-
mathea as “Jesus’ trusted uncle,”21 but nothing in the Bible or 
early Christian history suggests this relationship. One of his
central characters is a monk working for the Catholic organiza-
tion Opus Dei, but Opus Dei has no monks.

We can view the Bible through the eyes of skeptics like 
 Hitchens, Harris, and Brown, men who have no training in
biblical study and interpretation but have a clear agenda to
discredit the Christian faith. Or we can view their skepticism
through the eyes of Scripture and those who have found God
in its pages. I choose the latter.

So Should You Trust the Bible?
Has this chapter proven that the Bible is the inspired Word of 
God? Of course not. As I said in the introduction to part one,
faith is a relationship, and relationships cannot be proven,
only experienced. We cannot use scientific methods to prove
relational truth, any more than we can use a bathroom scale
to measure friendship.

But we can consider the evidence that supports a relational
decision. I couldn’t prove that Janet would be a good wife until 
I married her, but I could examine the evidence before making 
my decision. Had she been in prison for attempting to murder
her last boyfriend? Had she been divorced four times by her 
senior year of college? These issues might have been a  deterrent.
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(I actually married so far above me that a friend who met my 
wife told me I had “outkicked my coverage.”) Even if all the
evidence was positive (and it was), I still couldn’t be sure until
we got married.

So it is with the Word of God. The evidence we’ve considered 
shows that trusting the Bible is reasonable. If we discovered
that the Bible we read today bears no similarity to the original
manuscripts, or that archaeology disproves Scripture, or that the
books disagree with themselves, or that the Bible’s prophecies
are unfulfilled, we’d have reasons to reject the Bible as the Word 
of God.

In fact, the opposite is true. Rather than discovering vetoes
to the Christian faith, we have found excellent evidence that it
is based on a book we can trust. Now we must step beyond the 
evidence to experience—then the Bible becomes God’s Word
for us.

Of all the people I’ve known who have chosen to do that,
one has stood out in my memory for many years. I met her dur-
ing the summer of 1979 when I was working as a missionary in 
East Malaysia on the island of Borneo. Most of the Christians I 
encountered there had never owned a copy of the Bible in their 
own language. The mission team in Singapore sent my partner 
and me into the country with a large bag filled with paperback 
Malay New Testaments. They told us the Bibles would probably
not get through customs, but that we should try. Easy for you to 
say, I thought to myself. What if the Bibles are not the only things 
they take into custody?

My partner and I came to the luggage checkpoint and placed 
our bags on the conveyer belt. The customs official zipped
open our blue gym bag filled with New Testaments. I knew that 
only Muslims were allowed to work for the government, and I 
expected this Muslim to confiscate our bag or something worse.
Instead, he zipped the bag shut, smiled at me, made a cross in
the air, and sent it through.
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But that’s not the best part of the story. On Sunday we stood
outside the small warehouse where the local Christian church 
met, ready to distribute our Bibles. The people formed a long 
line out into the dirt street. It was hot and humid in the tropical
sun. Each person wanted to thank us for our gift. Their speeches
and our responses, all conveyed through our interpreter, multi-
plied by the hundred or so people waiting for their Bibles, took 
most of the afternoon.

Finally we came to the end of the line. An elderly woman, 
stooped over on her twisted cane, shuffled her way through 
the dust to our little table. I handed a New Testament to her. 
Her weathered hands trembled as she accepted the first Bible 
she had ever owned. She hugged it to her chest in a tight,
 loving embrace. Tears began to flow down her weathered 
cheeks. I thought of all the Bibles at home in my apartment 
gathering dust. And I was shamed by her love for the Word 
of God.

“The Bible says . . .” may not be all our culture wants to hear. 
But it’s enough for God to say.

FOR FURTHER REFLECTION

Faith in God, like all relationships, requires a personal commitment
transcending the evidence. Do you wish that faith could be more
certain? Why or why not?

Skeptics of biblical authority often allege that the Scriptures contra-
dict themselves. Can you think of other motivations for their attacks 
on God’s Word?

As you have seen, the manuscript evidence for biblical authority is
remarkable. What more could God have done to give us his Word in 
a way we would trust? Why do you think he transmitted the Bible to 
us as he did?
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How do you think a skeptic would respond to the evidence from
fulfilled prophecy? How does this evidence relate to the definition
of faith we’ve considered?

Do you think that Christians often take the gift of God’s Word for
granted? Do you? What could be done to encourage greater rever-
ence for Scripture?
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